
Pusher partners with key API providers to
release free subscription package for
developers
31 May 2018, London, UK - Pusher, the realtime API company that helps developers build

communication and collaboration features for their apps, today released the Pusher Developer

Package. This pack is aimed at developers and will offer them free access to 13 key services they

need for building great applications.

Pusher is joined in this project by great service suppliers like Algolia, Auth0, ButterCMS,

Chargebee, Cloudflare, Codeship, DataDog, DigitalOcean, Instabug, MongoDB, Mux.com,

Nexmo and SendGrid.

The Pusher Developer Package is one of Pusher’s ways to give back to its developer community

around the world, as the company has been working closely with developers since its inception

in 2011.

One of the company values is Be Generous, which reflects strongly in the way Pusher interacts

with its community of over 250,000 developers. The project will be available to developers to

claim during the month of June and it offers free subscription services for up to 1 year. The total

value of the Pusher Developer Pack will save developers a $10,000 investment in their

technology stack.

Developers can claim free credits and subscriptions for the key APIs they need for their apps,

from hosting, realtime communications, data storage and authentication to email, data

measurement and search.

Zan Markan, Developer Evangelist, Pusher, comments:

“We are expecting our Developer Package to be a great go-to resource for developers who are

either freelancing or working in smaller companies or startups. As Pusher is a company built by

developers for developers, we know the key struggles developers go through when starting to

build their projects and getting them to market. This is why we want to enable them to have

access to the resources they need to build great products and focus on innovation rather than

worry about infrastructure.”

https://pusher.com/developer-package


Paul Ford, VP of Community Development, SendGrid, comments:

"We are happy to partner with Pusher on this project to help developers build great apps. We

care about saving them time and helping them overcome the challenges of reliably delivering

emails as their products grow. This is why we are generously providing them with a SendGrid

Accelerate PRO Plan for a year and access to free mentorship as well as our global network of

accelerators and early-stage VC funds."

Tatiana Morozova, Sr. Digital Marketing Manager at MongoDB comments:

“MongoDB is the leading modern, general purpose database created so developers can focus

their time and energy on building great applications, instead of working around the database.

We look forward to seeing what people are able to build with MongoDB in the Pusher Developer

Package.”

---ENDS---

NOTES TO EDITORS

About Pusher

Pusher is a developer tools company that makes communication and collaboration APIs

powering web and mobile applications all over the world. With its core product, Channels,

developers can easily create interactive features such as in-app notifications, activity streams,

chat, real-time dashboards and multi-user collaborative apps.Pusher was at the forefront of the

PaaS revolution that focused on developers as customers, providing them with an amazing

developer experience. Built by developers for developers.Our founder and CEO is Max Williams.

In 2011, we received $1MM in seed funding from backers like Eileen Burbidge at Passion

Capital, Bill Lee (Tesla, SpaceX, Yammer, HootSuite) and the founders of Heroku. In 2016 we

received $2.5M of venture debt from Saas Capital. In 2018 we received  $8M funding from

Balderton Capital and Heavybit.We have over 250,000 developer customers across 170

countries. We’re used by everyone, from one-person operations to companies such as The New

York Times, Mailchimp, Intercom and DraftKings. For more information: pusher.com

About SendGrid

https://pusher.com/
https://tracking.cirrusinsight.com/3c72eec5-441d-407c-a37e-641c12541298/sendgrid-com-accelerate
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Founded in 2009, after graduating from the TechStars program, SendGrid developed an

industry-disrupting, cloud-based email service to solve the challenges of reliably delivering

emails on behalf of growing companies. Like many great solutions, SendGrid was born from the

frustration of three engineers whose application emails didn’t get delivered, so they built an app

for email deliverability. Today, SendGrid is responsible for sending billions of emails for some

of the best and brightest companies in the world.

About MongoDB

If you want to focus on building apps and spend less time on database admin work, then

MongoDB's cloud database service should be your choice. With MongoDB Atlas, you get a fully

elastic, secure database with minimal operational overhead.

http://pusher.pr.co/
https://pusher.com/
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